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computer as material
Would we design for computers for presence in 

our lives rather than use?
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My thesis idea is to examine the materiality of 
computation as a response to current interface design 
strategies, focusing on craft as a well-positioned 
framework for a dual purpose: 

(1) to extend current conceptual and evaluative 
frameworks of this approach and 
(2) to engage users in the creation of computational 
artifacts with the hope of encouraging tinkering in the 
Maker spirit. 



weiser’s black box



the “material turn” in interaction
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use v. presence



computational      composites
any type of calculation are engineered or naturally 

occurring materials made from two 
or more constituent materials with 
significantly different physical or 
chemical properties which remain 
separate and distinct at the 
macroscopic or microscopic scale 
within the finished structure
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the role of craft





Thermochromic Ink



Paper Prototypes



stop talking, start playing



methodology



Here is my current plan of attack:
 1) Literature/precedent review
 2) Materials research
 3) Design application
 4) Contextual evaluation





Strategies:
 Expert Interviews
 Ethnography
 Materials Research
 Design Application
 Conceptual Sketches
 Theory Compilation
 Contextual Evaluations
 Heuristics



substrates

materials

3 x 3 prototypes


